COMPUTING
Practice your computer skills
such as mouse control and using
a keyboard with different
programs. Practice using a
digital camera and torches.

MATHS
Children to sing number
rhymes and number
games.
Order, read and write
some numbers to 10.
Practice matching a
number to the correct
quantity.
Naming and describing
some 2D and 3D shapes.

ART/DT
Children will use a
variety of media to
create art.
Make props to help
with our role play of
animals in the zoo. For
example make animal
masks. Make animals
with the junk modeling,
plasticine, and using
collage materials.
We will paint some
pictures of animals.

GEOGRAPHY

Discuss how we travel from home
to school and to other places.
Discuss about different habitats
of different animals. Where do
polar bears etc live? Do they live
far? Show them the map.What
keeps them warm?

READING

MUSIC

Sing songs about animals and
rhymes. Play with instruments
and have some games with
instruments.

SCIENCE
Discuss what animals their
favorite and what they look
like. Also what they do, what
they eat, their habitats, how
they differ and how animals
grow. Bake some biscuits and
learn about how the ingredients
change when all mixed together
and baked.

Creative
Planning:
Animals

Read animal stories to
them and answer
questions. Encourage
them to role-play
stories with puppets
and dressing up.
Share a range of
fiction and non-fiction
books about animals.

ENGLISH
Play different sound
games. Sing phonic songs
and learn how to recognize
and write their own names.
Learn the correct way to
hold a pencil. Draw their
favourite animals.
Encourage your child to
write using clipboards,
chalkboards, whiteboards
and stencils. They should
also be encouraged to do
different mark making in
the sand and other
malleable materials.

RE
Discuss the Muslim
festival of Eid in June
with your child.

PE

HISTORY

Children will develop motor
skills and control through a
range of games, gymnastic and
dancing

Discuss what they did in
the past whilst being at
home during the lockdown
period for example last
week.

